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Through the workshop you definitely 
become more informed which really 
helps when choosing your career
Hannah, Liverpool Girls High School

Try new things and work your way 
up the ladder 
Tara, Nepean CAPA High School

Networking and doing a bunch of 
internships and work experience is the 
best way to get the feel of what you want
Lydia, Seven Hills High School

Talking to the staff and learning about 
their stories was really interesting
Miguel, South Sydney High School

I think it has become more of a 
realistic, achievable industry. I 
thought you had to have begun big to 
start but that’s not always the case
Racquel, Liverpool Girls High School
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industry professionals
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During the workshops, the kids:

  prepared an interview for the
‘60 Seconds with 
Yolanda Be Cool’
segment published online

  created and filmed 

News Breaks segments 
that went live to air

  made their own 

MTV My5 Playlist 
aired live on MTV
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Thank you Nandos.
Your generous support brought to life
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